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I 
london Threatens Terrorism 

Against The Papacy 

The following analysis was released on April 1, 1978 by 
U.S. Labor Party Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. 

This past Wednesday, March 29, British secret in
telligence channels launched a wave of propaganda 
assaults on the Papacy. Two days later, the self
designated "economic division" of the terrorist Red 
Brigades issued a statement marking out Pope Paul VI 
for an early death. 

Opening announcements of the British threats to the 
Papacy appeared on the March 29 Daily Telegraph and 
the Evening Standard, echoed in Germany by two ar
ticles sharply critical of the Vatican in the same day's 
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. The Daily Telegraph 
article was by British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) 
agent Luigi Barzani. The Evening Standard piece, by 
Jeremy Campbell, was published the following day in the 
daily Repubblica, a principal organ of environmentalist 
and terrorist-sympathizer propaganda in Italy. 

The British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) has not 
simply lost its wits. The recent public attacks, first on the 
Italian freemasons in the SIS-linked Italian weekly L 'Es

presso, and this week's open attack on the Pap
acy, are only the latest phase in such SIS assassinations 
against Vatican-linked figures as the British SIS killing 
of Jean DeBroglie in France. Once one is informed of 
what is really behind SIS's desperation in attacking the 
Vatican, the reasons for this week's developments be
come quite clear to any sensible and well-informed per
son in public life. 

The Catholic Church has always had within it an im
portant network of dedicated humanists committed to 
the creation of an ecumenical world order in which the 
improvement of the condition of life of persons through
out the world serves as an indispensable building block 
for establishment of durable peace. Since the 1975-1976 

period, this ecumenical force within the church has de
veloped improved collaboration with humanist, city
builder currents of international freemasonry. In effect, 
to summarize the present situation in the broadest terms, 
Pope Paul VI is for both Catholic and non-Catholic 
forces alike a rallying-point against the kinds of evils 
represented by Robert McNamara's fascist policies for 
the World Bank, and by the environmentalist and 
terrorist forces. 

Although these sorts of humanist-city-builder forces do 
not in themselves represent a formal political power in 
the world, they represent channels in and out of govern
ments of numerous nations. 

Current Developments 

Currently, two recent developments have sent London 
into a panic. The first of these developments is the defeat 
of London's protege Francois Mitterand during the re
cent French elections. President Giscard's victory over 
Mitterand came as an electrifying encouragement to cer
tain important forces within the United States. Those 
U.S. forces, committed to the Export-Import Bank policy 
circulated by the U.S. Labor Party, are determined to 
launch the program of $200-300 billion dollars annual in
crease in U.S. exports which will rescue the value of the 
dollar and put the world on the track to general recovery 
from the present depression. An alliance between the 
USA and President Giscard's Gaullist France around 
this policy is viewed as key to an alliance among the U.S., 
France, Italy, Japan, Chancellor Schmidt, Saudi Arabia, 
and other key forces to the same purpose. 

.. _Interior Minister Cossiga formally 
invited the wolves (British SIS and 
Israeli intelligence) into Italy to seek 
out the wolf-cubs among the Italian 
sheep ... 

If this effort begins to succeed, and if the U.S. and the 
Soviet Union develop a global cooperative agreement 
modeled on President Eisenhower's atoms for peace in 
this setting, world recovery - and world peace - are 
within reach. At the same time, the British monarchy's 
grand scheme for global fascist zero-growth SDR dicta
torship under the International Monetary Fund goes 
down the drain forever. 

The crucial problem facing the humanist city-builders' 
faction is that although our forces have more than ade
quate objective strength to crush the British liberal best
ialists and their environmentalist and terrorist allies, on
ly a minority of the prodevelopment forces have the 
qualities of understanding and moral commitment 
required for the undertaking. Most of our prodevelop
ment allies are significantly confused on crucial issues of 
policy and tend to blunder and vacillate under the 
pressures and deceptions deployed by the British and 
their accomplices. In this circumstance the channels of 
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leading moral influence throughout the world are 
decisive in determining whether the world comes out of 
the present depression or follows the British IMF neo
Schachtian austerity policies into the inevitable con
sequences, thermonuclear World War III. 

The Moro Case 
We do not possess at the moment any indicatIons that 

London consulted Henry A. Kissinger on the present Se
cret Intelligence Service attack on Pope Paul VI. Howev
er, the overall British operation against Italy, like the re
cent Israeli invasions of Lebanon, have been under Kiss
inger's overall direction. Although British agents Walter 
F. Mondale, James R. Schlesinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski 
and White House staffer Stuart Eizenstat have been Lon
don's main direct channels into President Carter's ear, it 
is the Trilateral Commission's Henry Kissinger who has 
lately shown approximately as much influence out of the 
government office as he commanded under Nixon and 
Ford. Whether Kissinger was or not consulted concern
ing the present British attack on the Vatican, that attack, 
like the Moro kidnapping, is an outgrowth of Kissinger's 
"ninety-day scenario" for Italy. 

Recently, Kissinger has received two major setbacks 
in Italy, in which connection the moderate forces of the It
alian Communist Party (PCl) and key forces around the 
Vatican were marginally decisive. Kissinger and London 
were determined to bring down the prodevelopment gov
ernment of Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti by breaking 
the de facto programmatic alliance between the Andreot
ti government and the PCI. This failed. The new Andreot
ti government has been established. In immediate reac-

... Three times since the end of World 
War II, British intelligence has 
prevented the U.S. government from 
carrying through policies which would 
have ensured durable world economic 
prosperity and global peace ... 

tion to this Andreotti success, London launched the Moro 
kidnapping - choosing second choice Moro because of 
the superior quality of the PCI leader Enrico Berlin
guer's security arrangements. Immediately, informed 
Christian Democratic and PCI circles pointed in the dir
ection of British and Israeli intelligence services as the 
coordinators of the Moro kidnapping by the British and 
Israeli intelligence controlled Red Brigades. 

Under pressure, the Andreotti government capitulated 
to the British on the Moro kidnapping affair. Interior Min
ister Cossiga formally invited the wolves (British SIS 
and Israeli intelligence) into Italy to seek out the wolf
cubs among the Italian sheep. (Naturally, the Italian sec
urity services are not exactly impressed with the few tid
bits of worthless gossip London has forwarded to date of 
information on this matter). However, the PCI did not 
capitulate, and the Vatican's Osservatore Romano gent
ly rebuked the Christian Democracy's dealership for 
making the blunders of judgment which could have been 
avoided if the Christian Democratic leadership had 
turned "to God" for counsel in the matter. 

British intelligence press conduits in Italy pump out 
regularly the story that the Red Brigades were trained 
for a short period in Czechoslovakia during the spring of 
1968 (under British agent Dubcek's regime, incidentally) 
- when every intelligence agency of every principal na
tion possibly excepting Federal Republic of Germany's 
agencies - has massive evidence that the Red Brigades, 
like the Baader-Meinhof, are under British SIS control 
(cut-outs and conduits duly taken into account). The Vat
ican is one of the important institutions which has exten
sive and correct knowledge of the British games in these 
and other connections. 

, ... Since that bloody reign of terror 
u n d e r  f o o l i s h  R o u s s e a u v i a n  
Robespierre, the silly old game of 
"right versus left" has dominated the 
mythologies which in turn rule the 
muddled, buzzing brains of foolish 
political leaders and self-styled 
scholars at all levels ... 

It is relevant to add that U.S. Ambassador to Rome 
Richard Gardner, the second of London's ambassadors 
to Rome. refused to provide Italy with CIA assistance in 
the Moro kidnapping until the PCI changed its line on the 
authorship of the Red Brigades. It is notable that prior to 
his appointment to the Rome ambassadorship. Richard 
Gardner was executive of the agency which planned such 
environmentalist hooliganism as Creys-Malville and 
Brockdorf . 

In London's advertised view, destabilizing both the 
Vatican and the PCI leadership with new acts of Britis

'
h 

international terrorism would tend to ensure the capitu
lation and collapse of the Andreotti government. putting 
the Kissinger "ninety-day scenario" back into operation. 

The Anti-Communist Racket 
Both the Jeremy Campbell piece and the March 29 

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung piece by Heinz-Joachim 
Fisdier focus 'theIr attacKS on the Vatican on the issue of 
the Vatican's "Ostpolitick" policy. It is notable to com
pare the Campbell and Fischer articles with the way 
West Germany's Christian Democratic Union has run off 
the rails since Christian Social Union leader Franz Josef 
Strauss's attacks on CDU leader Helmut Kohl. It is also 
relevant to compare this with the spate of articles by 
British SIS operative Robert Moss (an immediate sub
altern of Winston Churchill III in the SIS executive>. 

Three times since the end of World War II. British in
telligence has prevented the U.S. government from car
rying through policies which would have ensured durable 
world economic prosperity and global peace. The first of 
these acts of British sabotage was directed against the 
administration of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. That sabo
tage was organized by the same Winston Churchill who 
put Mussolini into power in Italy and who supported Hit
ler in Germany until after 1938, the same Winston Chur
chill who was the grandfather of Robert Moss's superior 
in SIS. Winston Churchill III. The second British sabo-
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tage involved the U-2 incident and related affairs. and 
was directed against President Dwight Eisenhower's at
oms for peace program. The third British sabotage was 
directed at the "Rogers Plan" of the administration of 
Richard Nixon. in which Henry Kissinger - trained by 
the Sussex Division of SIS during the 1950s - was the key 
operative. 

. . .  The function of this right-versus-Ieft 

mythology is to defeat the humanist 
forces (the city-builders' forces for 
technological and cultural progress) 
by dividing both the humanists and 
antihumanists into right-left fac
tions ... 

Today. it is much the same. The British. whose opposi
tion to high-technology progress has put them into op .. 
position to peaceful nuclear energy development since 
1943-1944 (according to official U.S. files). are deter
mined now as three times before. to use a heating-up of 
the Cold War as the key political tool for accomplishing 
their evil. neo-Malthusian fascist purpose. 

The British game is the same game SIS executive Jer
emy Bentham used in France during 1792-1794. In alli
ance with Geneva-based British agent Necker. and the 
Duke of Orleans. another British agent. British SIS sent 
London-trained agents Danton and Marat into British ag
ent Robespierre's Jacobin "left." A Dionysian rabble
complete to the scholarly detail of Phrygian caps - was 
used by SIS agents-provocateurs Danton and Marat as a 
battering ram to decapitate the humanist leadership in 
France. and to prevent France from adopting a republi
can constitution modelled on the U.S. Constitution. Since 
that bloody reign of terror under foolish Rousseauvian 
Robespierre, the silly old game of "right versus left" has 
dominated the mythologies which in turn rule the mud
dled. buzzing brains of foolish political leaders and self
styled scholars at all levels. 

The function of this right-versus-left mythology is to 
defeat the humanist forces (the city-builders' forces for 
technological and cultural progress) by dividing both the 
humanists and anti-humanists into right-left factions. By 
pulling the mass social forces of skilled and semiskilled 
working people away from the forces of industrial and 
agricultural progress. along right-left lines of division, 
several foolish, tragic results ensue. 

The modern version of this folly is the divison of politic
al forces into pro and anti socialist forces. The industri
alist faction, terrorized by the communist bogeyman, al
lies with any degenerate wretch who advocates anticom
munism three times a day, with little regard for the 
wretch's own policies for society. The labor movement, 
in turn. feels obligated to shoYI at least compassion tow-

ard the demands of anything the babbling leading press 
calls "reformist" or "leftist." Each, the right and the 
left, seek to strengthen their respective factions by mak
ing appropriate compromises with their presumed allies 
of the right- left conflict. The real issues are lost in the 
rotten compromises that ensue, and the labor movement 

. and industry are sent into head-on, mutually weakening 
social collision, to the effect that the British liberals once 

, again step in as at the 18 15 Treaty of Vienna, and pick up 
the pieces at the expense of the mutually exhausted in
dustrial,and labor movement contenders . 

The experience of two past world wars ought to warn 
us of the susceptibility of Germans, among others, for 
falling prey to the British manipulation of their minds. At 
the t�rri of the century, following the departure of British 
agent Bismarck, forces in Germany were moving toward 
two key alliances, one alliance involved the forces ar
ound Hanotaux in France - forerunner of the de Gaulle
Adenauer alliance. The other was with the forces of 
Count Witte in Russia. British operations succeeded in 
manipulating Germany, France and Russia into conflict 
post!lres. During Weimar, the Rapallo forces sought 
economic cooperation with the Soviet Union, while forces 
such as those around Stinnes sought alliance with 
France. London pushed Hitler on the German in
dustrial.sts, through Schacht and Schroeder's bank, and 
so World War II was created by the Astors, the Church ills 
and their evil ilk. Many leading Germans have obviously 
learn�4 nothing to date from 75 years of German history, 
including the crushing consequences of two world wars. 

An ecumenical order in the northern Eurasian contin
ent - among the CMEA, the Federal Republic, France 
and Italy - along a modern version of the lines sought by 
Hanotaux, Witte and the forces of Rapallo is the "geopol
itical key" to world peace and to global economic recov
ery. The Vatican, as a body of dedicated shepherds (pas
tors), rather than mere foolish sheep, is dedicated to 
bringing into being that ecumenical order in which the 
foolish sheep will at least survive so that their children or 
grandchildren might rise. out of sheep like ignorance into 
the state of reason which distinguishes true human be
ings. 
. Since the onset of the present century, since Lord Mil
ner's forming of the Round Table organization for SIS, 
London for three-quarters of a century has been dedi
cated to the geopolitical "Eurasian land-mass" strategy 
which �ritish agent Helphand (Parvus) sold to the Kai
ser's t�telligence for a downpayment of 1 million reichs
marks. The same plan was dictated into Hitler's "Mein 
Kampf>t·by British agent Haushofer and Haushofer's 
protege Rudolf Hess. The British are pursuing a modified 
version Qf the same plan today. 

If the British can kill the shepherds - as they murder
ed Juergen Ponto with Hamburg maenad-tool Susanne 
Albrecht - then the liberal wolves of London can more 
easily herd the sheep into a fascist order under the IMF, 
can set up the chain of events which leads to a Pacific 
thermonuclear war between the Soviet Union on the one 
side 8Qd the United States and China on the other - the 
new version of the Milner doctrine. So, the British have 
pUblicly marked out the best-known shepherd, the Vati
can, for assassinations. 
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